Affinity Classic
AFCLASSIC/B

_______________________________________________________________________________
Affinity Classic is a luxurious, 2-section, static couch that has been designed for use in a number of
different treatment settings such as spa, beauty, holistic, medical and massage. As with all Affinity
couches, client and therapist comfort is a key factor with design and the Classic will meet all expectations.
With a generous 3.5 inches of sumptuous Therafoam comfort padding and soft touch PU upholstery, the
Affinity Classic takes client comfort to another level. This dense foam has been designed to provide
excellent feedback for massage whilst still offering exceptional comfort for those treatments reliant on
relaxation. For added comfort and convenience, not to mention flexible therapist positioning, the Classic
benefits from our Affinity ergonomic breathe hole with plug as well as a face cradle frame with comfort
cushion and padded hanging arm rest.
The lifting backrest is adjusted via a smooth, silent, trouble-free lever system which allows the therapist
to set the height wherever they choose – simply lift and stop when the required angle has been reached.
A light push down on the lever will allow the backrest to be gently lowered.
A great feature of the Affinity Classic is its height adjustment. With 10 different settings available, ranging
between 61cm to 84cm, and quickly adjusted with our rubberised, easi-grip adjusters, this beautiful couch
can be comfortably used by a number of different therapists, offering a variety of treatments making it
the perfect couch for a shared treatment/therapy room.
As well as being a truly luxurious, great-looking couch, the Affinity Classic will ensure your customers have
the best treatment experience and will happily slot into any environment thanks to its classic and timeless
design.

KEY FEATURES:
















Exceptional client comfort
Generous proportions
Luxury feel PU upholstery
Therafoam comfort padding
Lifting back rest
User-friendly controls
European beech wood frame
Affinity ergonomic breathe hole and plug
Generous manual height adjustment
Quality construction
Excellent strength and stability
Includes face cradle frame, cushion and armrest
Under couch clearance for seated treatments
Rounded corners
Non-slip feet

Affinity Classic Specifications
Height Adjustment:

61cm to 84cm (24” to 33”)

Weight:

45kg

Dimensions:

Length 192cm (75.5“), face cradle adds 26.7cm
(10.5”), Width 71cm (28“)

Materials:

European beech wood. 3.5" soft Therafoam padding.
Soft touch PU upholstery.

Weight Capacity:

43 stones / 273kg / 600lbs

Warranty:

2 years

Face Cradle Ports:

Both ends

Colour:

Biscuit

Shipping W&Ds (approx.):

TBC

